2018 Working Internationally Conference, 7 March, National Museum of Scotland

The annual Working Internationally Conference is the only UK museums conference with a dedicated international focus. ‘Working Locally, Thinking Globally’ considers how museums can respond to the new international context in light of recent world events, while maintaining relevance for both domestic and international audiences.

by Dana Andrew  a few seconds ago  10 Likes  2,848 Views
Good morning everyone and welcome to #Edinburgh for our Working Internationally Conference, Working Locally, Thinking Globally. Make sure you follow and use #2018wiconf to join us online #digitalfutures #museumconference
And we're off! Follow the conference at #2018wiconf We already had a great roundtable discussion about museums in the 21st century this morning.
And the conference begins #2018wiconf @UK_ICOM @nmdcnews

11:04 AM - Mar 7, 2018 · The National Museum Of Scotland

See Sophie Smith's other Tweets
Looking forward to many interesting conversations today around Working Internationally #2018wiconf @NtlMuseumsScot @UK_ICOM

11:09 AM - Mar 7, 2018

#2018wiconf very excited to be at this conference. Really enjoyed the round table workshop earlier.

11:12 AM - Mar 7, 2018
Finding local impact in global thinking. Delighted that @rjstein @AAMers could join #2018wiconf from USA!

11:15 AM - Mar 7, 2018
“Foreign experiences increase both cognitive flexibility and depth and integrativeness of thought, the ability to make deep connections between disparate forms.”

Adam Galinsky, Columbia Business School

@rjstein @AAMers great quote about benefit of international working #2018wiconf @HistEnvScot

11:21 AM - Mar 7, 2018

8 replies 8 retweets 8 likes
Rob Stein of @AAMers on the virtues of working Internationally for institutions, staff and audiences. @AAMers have a programme to promote this, especially among small museums, many of which don’t naturally see the relevance of international work. #2018wiconf
Exciting global projects having huge impact @rjstein

#2018wiconf Its all abt creative thinking

11:27 AM - Mar 7, 2018

See Vicky Clifton's other Tweets
Rob Stein of @AAMers on encouraging and supporting small, local museums to embrace the perspective shift of global connections - projects inc. Museums Connect & Reimagining the Museum conference #2018wiconf @NtlMuseumsScot @UK_ICOM
11:56 AM - Mar 7, 2018

Great results @rjstein @AAMers one of the aims refocusing goals for outreach and youth: expanded the way they thought about local practices, broadened perspectives #2018wiconf @UK_ICOM
11:50 AM - Mar 7, 2018
Finally I'm here 😊@dana_museums @UK_ICOM@@NtlMuseumsScot @AAMers speaking at #2018wiconf Great idea is to enhance global thinking of US museums. Creativity and change of perspective important. 'Use your museum as a bridge between global communities.'

11:31 AM - Mar 7, 2018
We're here for the #2018wiconf at the beautiful @NtlMuseumsScot this morning. Catch Anna Maloney talking about supporting international working during the flash session starting at 1.50pm. #CultureisGREAT twitter.com/UK_ICOM/status…

11:36 AM - Mar 7, 2018

See The Culture Diary's other Tweets
Great to be hearing from #CreativeEurope beneficiary - partner in #swichproject - at #2018wiconf
Just some of the ways Slovenian museums are working internationally #2018wiconf Emphasis on conversations and partnerships.

11:38 AM - Mar 7, 2018

See ICOM UK's other Tweets
Nina Zdravic Polic on loans, tours & collaborative exhibitions at @SEM_MUZEJ - cultural dialogue, inclusivity & open approach within the local specificities of Slovenia #2018wiconf @nmdcnews @UK_ICOM @NtlMuseumsScot

12:11 PM - Mar 7, 2018

Sophie Smith
@somaro_s

#SloveniaEthnographicMuseum sharing examples of working internationally - with multiple partners - as a way of building networks, within Europe and beyond. #2018wiconf

11:43 AM - Mar 7, 2018 · Edinburgh, Scotland
Nina Zdravic Slovene Ethnographic Museum outlines very extensive international working with large number of countries worldwide. Inspiring and worth following up @UK_ICOM @nmdcnews #2018wiconf
11:52 AM - Mar 7, 2018

See Fiona Macalister's other Tweets
Thanks @BritishCouncil for support to bring 2 great international speakers to #2018wiconf Facilitating global discussions @NtlMuseumsScot
Is working internationally just a state of mind? Are there practicalities that need to be considered, especially for smaller museums? Ah yes, visas... agencies can help bridge expertise (and funding) gaps...#2018wiconf

Sophie Smith
@somaro_s

11:53 AM · Mar 7, 2018 · Edinburgh, Scotland

See Sophie Smith's other Tweets

Fiona Macalister
@MacalisterFiona

Replying to @MacalisterFiona and 2 others
'Task is to build a more human world.' #2018wiconf 'Depend on one another' Nina Zdravic @UK_ICOM

11:56 AM · Mar 7, 2018

2 See Fiona Macalister's other Tweets

Pip Diment
@PipdPip

Interesting thoughts on impact measuring from Rob Stein and different thinking on legacy. #2018wiconf @UK_ICOM

12:02 PM · Mar 7, 2018

2 See Pip Diment's other Tweets
Contrasting views on working internationally from the speakers: US-based, @rjstein, and Nina Zdravič from Slovenia which as a Central European country has multiple borders & where international work/ context seems more intrinsic. #2018wiconf

For those involved 'personal identity changed as an American connected to a global culture' #2018wiconf